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INTRODUCTION
Snow and ice are important components of the cryosphere

and are highly influenced by an increase in air

temperature. Snow on lake ice has highly insulative and

reflective properties that directly influence the rate at which

ice growth occurs within the water column. Ice thickness

across a lake is largely influenced by the snow presence over

the ice and therefore must be considered to accurately model

lake ice thickness. The objective of this research is to map

the spatial distribution and depth of snow over lake ice using

remote sensing techniques that will advance our ability to

better predict lake ice thickness. The methodology is tested

on Clam Lake, Ontario (44° 4' 27.83”, 81° 24' 52.20"), due to

the travel restriction and will be applied on North Slave Lake,

Northwest Territories (NWT).
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METHODS

PRELIMINARY RESULTS KEY FINDINGS:

CONCLUSIONS

• Ice surface elevation is not uniform across the lake and

therefore, it is difficult to accurately represent the ice surface

elevation due to the limited spatial distribution of in-situ

measurements.

• The precision of the snow map is related to flying height,

distance to GCP, image overlap, and weather conditions.

• The estimation of snow distribution and depth is more

challenging over lakes due to the snow depth heterogeneity.

• Similar methods have been used on previous studies

exploring collecting snow depth over land, however it does

not translate to measuring over lake ice due to the

challenges of representing ice surface elevation.

• High-resolution spatial maps of snow depth over lake ice

can improve estimation of lake ice thickness, significantly.

Data Collection: 

1. The Remotely Piloted Aircraft System

(RPAS) was flown over the lake to collect

the elevation of the snow surface

(resolution = 2.85 cm). Six ground control

points were placed prior to the flight.

2. Transects were followed with the Real-

Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS Rover to

collect ice surface elevation values.

3. At each location an ice surface elevation

value was collected, the magnaprobe was

used to gather an in-situ snow depth

measurement.
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• Flight conditions were not optimal due to time of day and

weather conditions, including light snowfall during time of

flight. Site location received 20 cm of fresh snowfall days

prior to flight creating a bright homogenous surface. Large

presence of slush on snow-ice interface across the lake.
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Data Analysis: 

For each point Id derived from RPAS pixels, the snow

elevation has been calculated ( estimated snow surface

elevation) and compared with the in-situ snow (purple line)

and ice (black line) surface elevation.

RMSE (cm) = 14.59

MAE (cm)     = 11.41

Mean (cm) Maximum (cm) Minimum (cm)

27.03   36.97 11.21
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Data Processing:

Figure 1: Measured ice and snow surface elevation using 

RTK GPS rover and magnaprobe, and estimated snow 

surface elevation derived from RPAS. Location of transect 

can be identified in Figure 2 through Point Id. 

Figure 2: Estimated snow depth over a section of Clam Lake

and location of in-situ snow depth measurements. 
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